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,_This book is one in a developing flood of publications exploring

Australia's human rights record and the likely directions of human rights

law, It takes its title from a remark of Deane JI in the context of the rights

ofAboriginal Australians,2

In particular Australian jurisdictions, active consideration is being

given to the adoption of sub-national bills of rights to repair the omission of

such a charter from the written text of the Constitution and to remedy the

repeated refusals of the Australian people to insert written guarantees into

their Constitution, despite a number of invitations,3 Distinguished judges

have entered the fray, Mason CJ in 1988 acknowledged that, if he had not

reached the point of "enthusiastically embracing a bill of rights," he at least

recognised that the idea had "much more virtue" than he had initially

perceived,4 Other judges, such as Justice Murray Wilcox of the Federal

Court have been even more affinnative5 Encouraged by a number of

iJnportant High Court decisions, text books have been written,6 official
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lli,reports prepared7 and law reviews organised,' around the theme of
~;i';""

f~constitutionalrights for Australians.

• ' The Federal Solicitor-General, Dr Gavin Griffith QC, has urged new

tiponsideration of a legislated bill of rights which would not be enshrined in

the Constitution for "twenty or thirty years" so that the people could see

how it operated. F[e suggested that this would be a preferable course to

"follow than what he described as the "implied freedoms industry", by which

1';the High Court had "usurped" the legislative role of the Australian
~~e . 9" ParlIament.

~(,.-," ,'- .

The "implied rights" being "discovered" by the High Court out of the

~', structure and implications of the text of the Constitution can trace their

~Tecent history to the constitutional theories of Murphy J, expressed in a

~series of decisions of the High Court for which he was generally derided at

'~the time. lO The notion was dismissed as heresy.ll Its time, it seems, has
'Y.

The authors suggest that it is to the "abiding credit" of some of the

., Judges of the High Court that they "have now changed their minds about

~'constitutional guarantees". Fundamental change of opinion in late years is,
t

~,it is true, psychologically surprising. However, some observers are still

~Waiting for a more candid acknowledgment of the power of Murphy fs
,i

.!ideas in this context. Others point to the unevenness of the principles and

J;he inconsistent outcomes where the rights of some irritating minorities

!cCsuch as unrepresented litigants) are ~volved.12 Most fundamentally, others
f'
'(:s.uggest that it is time the judges stopped rewriting substantial parts of the
t-

jlaw and stuck to expounding and applying it - changing it only interstitially
~

~:l!lld then at the margins. 13

Authors of books such as'the present must have mixed feelings when

\pew High Court decisions are handed down which sweep away large tracts.
:,9f well worn legal doctrine which they have only just written up with
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~....

~"painstaking accuracy. The present authors had written a whole chapter of
i~:;'

~1!Ytheirbook on defamation law(ch 16). It now needs to be revised in the light
~"'"

"fi¥ of Theophanous v The Herald and Weekly Times Limited andAnor. I4 Cast

I aside are the inhibitions of the Founders who deliberately declined to
itif'

!t,! include a "first amendment" guarantee in the Constitution. The refusal of
~}

if the people of Australia to add such a guarantee of "freedom of speech and

~.' expression" at the referendum in 1942 is also set aside. The repeated
~. .

~'advice of the National and State law reform bodies rejecting a "public

'~\j figure" defence to exempt politicians from defamation defences is not

enough. There, in the Constitution, it is found. And it has been there all

this time, just waiting to be discovered and expressed.

This, therefore, is a difficult time for authors of books on
MI' constitutional doctrine in Australia. The ink from their pens Will scarcely be
rI' dry, it seems, but new doctrine Will be pronounced. We should look on the
~,'

lbright side. Times of such change promote unpredictability and therefore
f
lmuch litigation and text writing. In some areas of the law there must be

~'finality,certainty and predictability.I5 But in the matter of fundamental

eX .rights, things are really changing.

The structure of O'Neill and Handley's text is predictable enough.

~Deprived of a constitutional, or even a statutory, bill of rights to analyse
~'

'(textually, the authors adopt the rather more messy approach of gathering the

(principles of the common law, the inherited imperial statutes and decisions,
tt,"

f·and the local Federal, State and Territory legislation under each topic that
f
,9an broadly encompass aspects of human rights. The book begins with an

iinteresting review of the development of fundamental rights. Within three
,~ .

iipages we have passed from ancient Greek philosophers, through the Magna

~(]arta of 1215 to 17th century writers such as Hobbes and Locke. But that

l;rnatters not. For this is a practical book for lawyers. It does not stay too
H'

I!ong to. ask where natural rights actually come from, whether they are
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'~mniversal to different cultures and how traditions other than that of the

f1'tcommon law have coped with them. It mainly describes cases and statutes.

In a short chapter, the authors examine the express constitutional

provisions contained in the relatively few sections of the Australian

Constitution which protect fundamental rights. Only the provision

protecting property against acquisition by the Commonwealth other than on

~['just terms16 and that guaranteeing freedom of movement between the
ie,

~:StatesI7 initially enjoyed a large construction. Everything else was cut back
~"

l,bY the High Court ofAustralia, in its earlier manifestations.

There follows a chapter on implied constitutional rights. This picks

i~'llP the Australian Capital Television Case l ' and the BLF Case19 in the New

~i"South Wales Court of Appeal. There are then chapters on the way in which
"',
["'the common law protects human rights (ch 5); on the statutory institutions
t&t( ....
f;tand mechanisms established in Australia to protect and enforce such rights
~;

'{ch 6) and international protection ofhuman rights (ch 7).

e The last subject is finally proving most fertile. It is doing so in two
:if,b
~jways. . Since Australia ratified the First Optional Protocol to the

~i;'.
~t(1ntemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, individuals may take

~iitheir complaints against Australian laws to the United Nations Human

\lRight~ Committee. This is what Mr Nick Toonen did in relation to
t

flTasmania's Criminal Code resulting in Federal legislation to uphold adult

f)Jights to sexual privacy.20

The second, and possibly more fruitful consequence of the

! ratification, is the' influence it has opened up for the Covenant in the
~i

~,development of Australia's common law and in providing a reference point

~,...for the construction of ambiguous statutes.21 This technique of common
,,~

t,law decision-making, by reference to the jurisprudence of the Intemational

~iCovenant (and other treaties), has been sanctioned in the High Court.22 It is
ci

I"increasingly evidencing itself in decisions of the courts of Australia.23

~:!'.

·4·
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From this introductory section, the authors proceed through chapters

n liberty and security (ch 8); fair trial (ch 9); persons in custody (ch 10);

eedom of assembly (ch 11); freedom of association (ch 12); freedom of

)1Jeech, expression andJhe media (ch 13); censorship (ch 14); contempt of

.court (ch 15); and defamation (ch 16).

In the case of each chapter there is a useful reference to international

uman rights principles, a description of Australian common law and statute

aw relevant to the fundamental right in question and a discussion of the

ilway in which local laws measure up to the international standards.

The next series of chapters deal with various issues of discrimination.

,There is a description of anti-discrimination statutes (ch 17), a discussion of

the statute and case law on direct discrimination (ch 18) and on indirect

'scrimination (ch 19). This is followed by a chapter on affirmative action

i(ch 20), with references both to local law and to developments overseas,

particularly in the United States.

The final series of chapters flow naturally enough from the section on

·scrimination. They deal with some of the groups which have been most

,discriminated against. Chapters 21 to 24 deal successively with

~boriginals, their part in the criminal justice system, their,land rights and

:the protection of their heritage. The very last chapter of the book deals with

iinmigrants. and refugees (ch 25). This will also need to be rewritten

gllowing the coming into force of the Migration Reform Act in September

The important point to make about this book is that it is not a grand

philosophical treatise. In their preface, the authors acknowledge that "most

Australians assume, with some justification, that their rights are well

The book shows how, with obvious failings and imperfections,

f'common and statute law in Australia have combined to provide, at least for
I;
gthe majority of orthodox citizens, a high measure of legally protected
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edoms. On the other hand, common and statute law have fallen down as

book demonstrates, in the protection of the rights of women and of

,metimes unpopular minorities such as Aboriginals, migrants and refugees,

~monstrators, unconventional people, homosexuals and prisoners. Clearly

~ough, the discovery of new implied rights in the Constitution may afford

bme protections to these neglected groups. Thus, it is possible, that the

ohibition on discrimination and unequal treatment in s 117 of the

'pnstitution, re-worked in Street v Queensland ,Bar Association,24 might

ve a much broader protective function than that of assuring a few

:terstate barristers the right to appear in Queensland courts.

The book is well prod1,lced, with excellent tables and a detailed index.

The fundamental question which remains after a reading of the book

whether new judicially enforced fundamental rights is the way to go, for

efault oflegislative attention (or to correct legislative excesses) concerning

asic rights of Australians. Or should such a move have the legitimacy of

,gislation and, possibly, a vote of the people at referendum?
~j

Such is the speed of change in rights jurisprudence in Australia that I

.fstispect a second editiOIi will be needed from the authors befo~e long. The

lituture, like the past, look~ likely for some time to involve more of the same:

~detailed .laws on specifics, not the broad constitutional sweep seems to be
'(:'"

~llie way congenial to most Australians. But one cannot be sure. A century

~ago Australians made a bold political and legal cha,nge to their way of

'government. Are they now summoning up the will to repeat the adventure?

MDKIR.BY
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